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This page is the original AutoCAD
Online Support Forum. Some
original forum threads are still active
as of the time of this writing
(February 2018) and may be viewed
on this page with the correct date.
For a new AutoCAD user wishing to
start their first drawing, the company
website is a good place to start.
AutoCAD Forums: Classic Forum
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Discussion: This section is a
collection of old AutoCAD forums
with threads from 1998 or earlier.
AutoCAD Classic forums are
archived here for historical
reference. Click on "See More" to
view archived threads. Author:Chad
Cooper I had a computer with a 25
MHz processor and 64k RAM and
could draw with the mouse only, but
not display! Was hoping someone
else might have a new computer and
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an old set of EGA video cards, so I
could see the display. Author:Mike
Simmons Author:Chad Cooper An
Autodesk representative contacted
me, but not to "solve" my problem.
They said "we know that problem
you have... would you like to know
the solution?" I said "yes, please." I
couldn't believe they knew I was
having the problem! They told me
"no, we're not going to help you" but
they would sell me "a new set of
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video cards" so I could display on my
computer. I told them "No! I'd like
to solve my own problem." They
thought about it for about five
seconds, told me to "write a letter,"
and hung up. I wrote a letter to
Autodesk, on their registered office
in Irvine, CA. They replied, "All you
can get is the parts and shipping
(about $350) and a three year
subscription (automatically renews
each year, starting at $199 a year). If
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you don't want the software and don't
need the parts, just send us back the
software and it will be deleted from
your computer. I sent them the $199,
and they deleted it, so I paid for
three years. And if I wanted it, I
would have to pay for the two
additional years. It is a great
commercial product. Author:Mike
Simmons Author:Chad Cooper After
four years of paying $199 each year
for AutoCAD, and not really needing
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it, and even
AutoCAD Crack Free [Win/Mac]

For the past few decades, AutoCAD
has been the industry standard for
2D vector drafting and design.
Although the industry is moving
towards using models, the
engineering and architectural
communities have been using the
traditional method of drafting with
AutoCAD for several decades.
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AutoCAD has been replaced with
other brands such as MicroStation
and VectorWorks, a transition which
started in late 2012 with release of
AutoCAD 2013 and AutoCAD LT
2013. Unlike competing CAD
packages, there is no direct
competition for AutoCAD. Users
can purchase additional AutoCAD
subscription licenses, where
Autodesk gives additional rights to
use the software. After the 2013
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release, Autodesk announced a
$35/month AutoCAD Gold
subscription, which was available
only by pre-ordering the new
product. History AutoCAD was first
released in 1989. At the time, CAD
was not commonly used for
engineering purposes, except in
aeronautics, civil engineering and
architecture. After the introduction
of AutoCAD, many engineering and
architectural companies adopted
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CAD. AutoCAD was initially
offered for the Apple Macintosh
operating system and later moved to
Microsoft Windows. In 1998, the last
release of Autodesk AutoCAD to run
on the Macintosh platform was
released. The AutoCAD XPress line
was first introduced in 1992. XPress
could open and read AutoCAD 2000
files. However, XPress was not an
AutoCAD add-on like the earlier
AutoCAD LT line. As a result, users
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could not add data or extend
functions to other drawing types.
AutoCAD 2002's most notable
upgrade was the introduction of the
"Extended Drawing" workspace,
which allowed users to create 2D
vector drawings, 3D models and
bitmap images. Another significant
improvement was the addition of the
ability to link objects from other
drawings and save those links to the
drawing. In 2006, AutoCAD
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introduced "built-in" 2D perspective
and 3D perspective views. With the
introduction of 2D perspective and
3D perspective views, AutoCAD LT
could read files created by 3D Studio
Max and Maya. AutoCAD's
productivity and graphics capabilities
were also enhanced, allowing users to
draw from 2D or 3D wireframe,
truss, mold, skeleton, and B-rep
views, and objects such as columns
and walls. AutoCAD 2007 also
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introduced a "whiteboard" feature,
which let users mark on the drawing
directly. It also introduced the "quick
a1d647c40b
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Go to URL Click Download and
Install the program. Click Install file
and wait until the installation is
complete. Is there any other way to
remove the activation key? (without
any 3rd party software). A: My
answer was based on comments
posted on your question. It looks like
Autodesk Forums is down. There is
no other way. You need to purchase
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a license if you want to use it. //
Copyright 2015 The Go Authors. All
rights reserved. // Use of this source
code is governed by a BSD-style //
license that can be found in the
LICENSE file. // Package rangetable
provides utilities for creating and
parsing table formats // common to
most commercial R*-based
computer algebra systems. // //
Examples: // import
"text/rangeTable" // // func main() {
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// var rt *rangeTable() // for l := 0; l

What's New in the?

Callouts and highlights help make
your drawings and models more
visible and easy to understand. More
helpful indicators help you make
better decisions about your designs
and keep you in control of your
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model’s progress. Drawing viewports
automatically align with your model’s
viewports. Markup Assist
automatically supports printing and
viewing both 2D and 3D CAD files
in AutoCAD 2020 and older. It has
also been integrated into the Internet
Graphics feature. Importing and
Exporting: Import multipart
geometry from OLE packages and
3D Visual Component files. (Video:
1:44 min.) Create, edit and export
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3D components. (Video: 1:16 min.)
Create, edit, and export 3D surface
properties. (Video: 1:23 min.) Create
and edit 3D models from images.
(Video: 1:31 min.) Edit and export
blocks. (Video: 1:19 min.) Multiplanar drawings, imported from
multiple sources, can now be
visualized, edited, and exported as
parts of a single drawing. Linked
Views: With Linked Views, you can
create multiple views of your entire
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model from a single source, making
it easier to view and edit. Join
geometry and surfacing from
multiple drawings into a single
model. • Create new surfaces or
points on parts of your model, or
perform a join between different
views of your model. (Video: 1:46
min.) Detach models into multiple
views. • Create a new view of your
model and detaching only the parts
that you want to view and edit.
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(Video: 1:10 min.) Attach parts of
your model from multiple drawings
into a single view. • Choose parts of
your model from multiple drawings
and attach them into a new view,
preserving the spatial relations
between the parts. (Video: 1:10 min.)
You can also use Linked Views to
attach and detach blocks. (Video:
1:14 min.) Linked views also support
updating and filtering, and have
more powerful spatial navigation and
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search capabilities. • You can select
objects in a view and then link them
to other views. When you select
multiple views, you can see the
selections in all of the views
simultaneously. You
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows
7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 64-bit
edition Processor: Intel Core i3, i5,
or i7 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
Minimum NVIDIA: Geforce 8600
GT, AMD: Radeon HD 4800
Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 20 GB available
space Additional Notes: This game
requires directx version 10
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Recommended: Process
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